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The complexity of software
testing
by J. Paul Myers, Jr.
The futility of using a general-purpose metric
to characterise ‘the* complexity of a program
has recently been argued to support the
design of specific metrics for the different
stages of the software life-cycle. An analysis of
the module testing activity is performed,
providing evidence of the absurdity of
all-purpose metrics, as well as a methodical
means with which to measure testing
complexity. Several standard metrics are seen
to serve as component measures for the
intricacies of testing. The methodology is
applied to compare traditional and adaptive
means of testing. It is shown that previous
informal arguments asserting the superiority
of adaptive methodologies are formally
confirmed.
1

Introduction

The importance of affirming the accuracy and reliability of
software need hardly be stated. \\^th defence and eco*
nomic systems increasingly dependent on computer soft
ware (not to mention dating systems!), our very lives and
livelihood depend on software correctness to a significant
degree. Therefore, It is crucial that our software perform
correctly: but, \Mth undecidability present, unfortunately we
cannot rely on formal proofs of correctness alone. The
much weaker but more pragmatic means of testing must
be employed to at least instill confidence in a given soft
ware system, short of showing it to be provably correct.
This testing enterprise >m11 require certain resources, the
measure of which we call the complexity of testing, to be
reflected in the value of a- software metric for testing
complexity.
The notion of algorithmic complexity enjoys a revered
status in computer science. What is thought of the actual
implementation of algorithms, programs ? Certainly com
putational complexity remains an issue, but now we turn
from algorithmic analysis to the day-to-day issues sur
rounding their actual coding: language, structured versus
unstructured, software life-cycle, faithfulness to the algo
rithm (correctness), testing, design differences etc. The
field concerned with these issues is called software
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complexity. The main progress to date has been in the
development of software metrics, intended to predict
project cost, and to evaluate the quality and effectiveness
of the design 11]. There is a plethora of these software
metrics with mostly intuitive/logical/aesthetic motivation,
with little hard empirical evidence to support their wor
thiness |2j.
Although many authors acknowledge that the range of
issues to be quantified is so extensive that no single metric
could capture it all, new metrics are introduced nonethe
less as ‘all-purpose’ measures of software complexity. Our
focus here is more modest; we outline a schema for mea
suring testing complexity only, v^ile shedding light on
various established metrics.

1.1

Software testing methodologies: overview

The general goal of software testing is to affirm the
quality of a program through systematic exercising of the
code in a carefully controlled environment [3]. Here, the
emphasis falls, for the most part, on structural testing,
including a variation that might be called adaptive in its
approach [4].
We assume that a program flowgraph F has a single
start vertex and a single stop vertex, and that every vertex
lies on at least one path from start to stop. This program
flowgraph differs from a standard low-level flowchart, in
that it focuses on decision (selection or loop) and branch
(goto) statements as the graph vertices or nodes. In conventional structural testing, a finite number of paths are
determined, whose successful execution by test inputs will
cover the flowgraph with a certain degree of thoroughness,
thereby imparting a level of confidence In the program
correctness. Conventional structural testing methodology
can be divided into four rather separate phases, performed
in sequence:
• program graph construction.
• test path selection.
• test case generation.
• execution of the program on the test cases.
The first phase, program graph construction, is the most
straightforward; it is a parsing problem that can be
automated. We have only to ‘annotate’ the source code
listing fto derive the underlying flowgraph F~ (V, E) as a
13

collection of vertices (V) and edges (£), In the graphtheoretic sense. As a component of this phase, the
program to be tested is provided with ‘instrumentation'
(flags to monitor traversal of the edges in the flowgraph) to
determine the exact path traversed on execution of a test
input X. Such techniques are well understood and are
commonly employed in structural testing methodology.
Given the program flowgraph, we then enter the second
phase, test path selection, in which a finite set P — (p,} of
program paths are chosen, with a view to satisfying one or
more ‘coverage’ criteria. The most often cited criteria are
□ statement coverage (SO- execute all statements in
the graph (weak criterion).
□ node coverage {NQ: encounter all decision node
entry points in the graph (weak criterion).
□ branch coverage (BC): encounter all exit branches of
each decision node in the graph.
□ multiple condition coverage {MCC): achieve all pos
sible combinations of simple Boolean conditions at each
decision node in the graph.
□ path coverage (PC): traverse all paths of the graph
(strongest criterion).
Although extremely robust as a coverage criterion, path
coverage is most difficult to achieve in practice. Simply
stated, path coverage is the separate execution of all paths
in the program flowgraph. In the presence of indefinite
looping, however, the number of different paths Is
unbounded. To render this situation tractable, it is conven
tional practice to partition paths into equivalence classes,
v^ere two paths are considered equivalent if they differ by
only their number of loop traversals. As we find later, loopmodified path coverage can be achieved in a finite number
of tests.
Branch coverage has come to be regarded as the
minimal standard of achievement in structural testing.
Node and statement coverage are too weak; path cover
age is stronger than branch coverage, but it may be explo
sively exponential in d (the number of decision nodes in
the flowgraph). We show later that the number of tests
required for branch coverage is always favourably
bounded (^d -f 1).
Once a coverage criterion has been selected, a set of
program paths to provide that coverage must be chosen;
the test path selection phase. There are numerous algo
rithmic methods (path generating functions) of selecting a
set of paths for a given coverage criterion [1,3, 5]. Thus,
given an available set of paths through the program flowgraph sufficient to achieve the desired coverage, the next
step is to acquire a set X = (x,) of test inputs, which, when
executed by the program, causes traversal of those paths;
the test-case generation phase.
This is the most difficult phase of structural testing; in
fact, the selection of an input to traverse a preselected
path is unsolvable In some cases [6]. There are two prin
cipal methods for test-case generation; symbolic execution
and backward substitution [3, 5, 7-9] (these references
may be consulted for examples of path selection and testcase generation algorithms). For our purposes, however, it
is sufficient to say that all these conventional methods
accomplish the test-case selection stage by the preselec
tion of paths, i.e. all paths are selected before proceeding
to the test-case generation stage of structural testing (Fig.
14

1). This is a critical difference between conventional and
more recently developed adaptive strategies [10, ll), in
\^d^ich paths and test cases are derived together. We return
to this issue later.
Only during the final phase, execution of the program f
on the test inputs, do we finally attend to more traditional
dynamic aspects of algorithm (program) execution. This is
clearly a part of testing, since the program must be exe
cuted in order to compare the real output(s) to the ideal
specified output(s). In adaptive testing, moreover, as we
see later, it is the execution of an input that leads to the
determination of the next input Here a primary concern is
computational complexity.

1.2 Software complexity measures: overview
The following summary of software metrics is necessarily
brief. There is a tremendous abundance of metrics [12,
13], many of which are not relevant for our purposes.
Instead we only mention a few metrics; those that are
‘prominent’ in the sense of being most often cited in the
literature, and they play a role in our later developments.
First is the McCabe metric v (cyclomatic measure [14]).
This purely structural measure is simply the circuit rank of
the flowgraph, with vertices considered to consist of deci
sion nodes, start node and stop node. For programs con
sisting of d binary decision nodes, we write McCabe’s
metric in the form normally encountered, v(F) = d I.
The idea is that the presence of decisions lends complexity
to a program. Whereas this observation is certainly incon
testable, we note that the metric is not sensitive to nested
structures versus those in sequence. On this basis, there
have been many criticisms of v as an all-purpose complex
ity measure [15-17]. Nonetheless, the measure enjoys a
position of prominence in the literature and we use it later.
Halstead developed a set of metrics [18] to define a ‘soft
ware physics,’ proceeding from the followng informationtheoretic counts:
A = total number of operator and operand occurrences
= the program length.
t] = total number of distinct operators and operands
— the program vocabulary size.
Of these, Halstead’s length is the most interesting for later
discussions.
The number of tests required in a program may be
taken as a measure of its complexity |1]. Needless to say,
this measure is of specific imptortance to us, since it con
tributes to the determination of the difficulty of the path
selection and test generation phases. Nor should we forget
the metric lines-of-code, whose numeric value is just that
This extremely simple (and simple-minded) metric has the
distrinction of correlating quite well with, and sometimes
performing better than, more sophisticated measures that
are more difficult to apply [19]. Reference 20 reports a
correlation of 0.98 between lines of code and the McCabe
metric over 26 programs). Surely longer programs are
generally more complex, but the high correlation is testi
mony to a certain lack of sensitivity in conventional
metrics. The schema developed here discriminates easily
between a short complex program and a long but simple
one.
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1.3

Testing-specific measures

The two central Ideas of this paper (indeed, central to soft
ware engineering) are testing and complexity. We now
merge these two ideas into a view of measuring the complodty of a program with respect to the resources required
to test it The reasons for such specific measures of com
plexity are clear. The testing phase of the software life-cycle
is extremely cost-intensive; 40% and more of the entire
resources, from design through to maintenance, are often
spent on testing [21]. Furthermore, testing is a multi
faceted, complex acti\aty (Fig. 1).
These two reasons alone are sufficient to justify the need
for specific measures of testing complexity. More general
metrics may not be sufficiently sensitive to capture even
substantial requirement differences between two prog
rams. This insensitivity of genera! metrics is increasingly
acknowledged. Weyuker [22] and Kearney et al. [23] deciy
the development of metrics without dear analysis of what
is to be measured or how the metrics are to be used (e.g.
for implementation, testing, understanding, modifying or
maintaining). Indeed, Kafura and Reddy [24] report that,
with respect to software maintenance, changes in com
ponents might have no effect on the values of certain
general metrics, and they certainly are not designed to
accurately measure the complexity of the entire and varied
testing process.
Moreover, there are certain quirks arising in the testing
process that are not handled appropriately by existing
metrics. For example, there have been several improve
ments to the McCabe metric to ensure that nesting is pun
ished more than sequencing decision nodes [17, 25]. For
a general complexity measure, this is perhaps appropriate.
Yet if, in testing, we opt for the path coverage criterion, we
see that nesting requires a number of tests linear in the
number d of dedsion nodes (in fact, equal to McCabe’s
metric). Whereas sequence requires an exponential
number of tests. On the other hand, branch coverage in
sequence might be accomplished with just two tests,
whereas nesting requires all d + 1 tests. Thus, nesting is
worse than sequence only with respect to other factors in
the testing process; general metrics simply do not have
this kind of sensitivity. We could also argue that d nodes
nested is preferable to d in sequence in test-case gener
ation. Both backward substitution and symbolic execution
occur through all nodes with those nodes in sequence
(hence over longer paths); but only some nodes, when
nested, are used (hence shorter paths).
There is one final distinction. Many conventional genera!
metrics are introduced wth the intention of predicting
effort required for the entire software life-cycle. By the time
testing begins, the program already exists, i.e. we have
more real information available than at an earlier stage in
the development of the program. A metric for testing com
plexity should exploit this availability of the actual program.
Thus, a measure of testing complexity should exploit both
the dynamic aspects of computational complexity and the
static features of standard software metrics.

2 The testing complexity schema T
In our development of a testing complexity measure (a
‘parameterised metric’), we wish to state principles to be
Software Engineering Journal
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Fig. 1 Decomposition of testing complexity T: conventional
strategies

satisfied by any metric for testing complexity. We have
noted that there is a certain ‘relativity’ involved here (e.g.
whether nesting should be penalised); the effort needed to
test a program is not a function of that program alone. We
refer to the testing complexity of program f with strategy
s as Tif, s), where the testing strategy is a pair s = (Si, Sj)
with (si = coverage criteron) and (S = testing algorithm).
Sometimes, as is evident from the context, we find it con
venient to identify s simply with either s i or s .
2

2

2.1

Decomposition of T

Considering first the conventional testing strategies as out
lined above, the paradigm for developing T is determined
by a decomposition of the four phases of the testing
process. Each of these stages has a certain complexity.
Therefore, to each of these four phases, we assign a com
plexity measure Ti(l < i ^ 4), where f is the program, and
P and X are the sets of test paths and inputs, respectively
(Rg. 1).
We have previously discussed the testing stages and we
now list the foUovring parameters for T,:
Tj (graph construction)
- length of program f]
- d = number of decisions (= v — 1).
Tj (path selection)
-d;
- nesting versus sequence;
- coverage criterion;
- path selection algorithm;
- number of Booleans (MCQ.
15

7i: graph complexity
Computing the graph of a program f is quite similar to
compiling that program and can, in fact, be done in paral
lel with the compilation in one pass (261. The basic strategy
is to push decision nodes onto a stack and pop them at
the end of their scope, while inserting the instrumentation
assignment statements, of virtually constant length, at
each branch of the decision. 7, is then determined by the
length of A and particularly by d, the number of decisions
in f. If we assume that d is also highly correlated to the
length of f (indeed, we have seen that McCabe’s
v(J) = d + \ is thus correlated), 7i is seen to be pro
portional to d. The relationship is linear, since, whether
nested or in sequence, each decision is pushed/pxjpped
exactly once.
Lemma 1
The graph complexity 7, is proportional to McCabe’s
metric 7i(/) =
T2: path selection complexity

Tj (test-case generation)
-\P\ = number of test paths;
- test generation algorithm;
- amount of backtracking (number
of assignments/Booleans per path);
- t(0 = computational complexity of f.
(executing fon X)
-|X| ( = |P|);

-m
Summarising these dependencies, we have
T{f, s) = T,(f) + T^if, s,. S ) -I- T, (f, P, S ) +
2

3

X).

We note how, at each stage, the different aspects of the
problem come into focus under the decomposition of T,
allowing resources to be apportioned among the testing
activities. Now computing T via 7^- is certainly not easy. It
would therefore be advantageous to make use of standard,
well accepted metrics In estimating 7^. We have argued
that no standard metric can give a reasonable estimate of
T, but they are of considerable use in approximating its
components. In feet, one of our major achievements in
describing a testing complexity theory is that it serves to
lend a certain reasoned validation to some standard
metrics, owing to the manner In vdiich they become inte
grated Into the theory. Our approach is to find an upper
bound for T(f, s) by finding bounds for each of .
16

The number of paths to be selected depends critically on
the coverage criterion chosen for the testing of f. This
phase of the testing process also determines the size | X|
of the test set, thereby influencing the complexity of the
test generation phase to follow.
We define, for a given program f, the maximum number
P^ of paths (tests) required in order to attain a-coverage
when only the minimum additional coverage is achieved
with each new test (i.e. a worst-case scenario). Here ct
ranges over the previously defined coverage criteria: PC
(loop-modified), MCC, BC, NC and SC. This maximum
depends on the number d of decision nodes in f and is
denoted by
PJf) = maximum number of tests to a-cover f.
We then define, for the class of programs with d decisions,
P^(d) = maxj-P^if), f having d decisions. Thus, for all
programs fvAth d decision nodes, we have | P\ < PJ,f) <
P^(d), v^ere |P| is the number of test paths in a given
coverage path set P. Thus, by counting the decisions in a
program, P^ (d) Is an upper limit for the number of tests to
provide a-coverage. Fewer tests may be required, i.e. it
may be that even | P\ < PJf), by a judicious selection of
test paths, i.e. we might choose some input to achieve
more than minimal additional coverage. For an example,
we consider the program In Fig. 2.
Fig. 2 demonstrates that the three values may be dis
tinct, e.g. for rK>de coverage. Indeed,
= 2, since a
maximum of two tests is required; 1(7 or F)2F and 1(7 or
7)273(7 or F). However, since node coverage here can be
achieved with only a single test 172737, it could be that
I P| = 1. We determine below that PficO) = 3.
We may agree with Shooman [1], however, that mini
mising the testing of a program is not a goal to inspire
confidence in the adequacy of our test In testing, unlike
many other endeavours, we do not strive necessarily to
find |P| and |X| significantly less than the upp>er bound
PJf). Instead, we are likely to test somewhat beyond the
maximum, and so lower are not all that important Thus,
for testing purposes, PJf) serves as a good estimate for
Software Engineering Journal
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Fig. 3 Computation of
a

b

: nesting versus sequence

Total nesting
Total sequencing

I P|, and hence for |X| (the number of tests). These com
ments notwithstanding, it is reassuring that the maximum
number of tests required to achieve coverage of a
program is bounded in the worst' case; reassuring and
useful in optimising one type of coverage versus anotfier,
given fixed resources for testing. These bounds are sum
marised in Lemma 2.

Proof
We assume full feasibility of all paths to avoid artificially
low bounds.
{]) path coverage: for structured programs, we argue
inductively following the inductive construction of the
program. We note that Ppc is minimised with nesting, since
then Ppc is only additively increased:
Ppf- (if E then SI else S2) = Ppc (SI) + Ppc (S2)

Lemma 2 (coverage bound)

and Ppc (while E do S) = Ppc (S) + 1.

With the least additional coverage achieved with each new
test, the number of tests to (PC, MCC, BC, NC, or SQ
cover an arbitrary program with d decisions is bounded:

A totally nested program then has the fewest paths as a
function of d (Rg. 3a). Here Ppc = d + 1:
p, = IF: pj= 172T---0'- 1)17F, 2^j^d:
and Pd+i = 1T2T

•
= Ppf., where d + 1 ^ Ppc < 2**
• Pmcc ~ ‘^(2*’ - 1) + i (^ = maximum
simple Boolean expressions In any decision)
•

^BC

•

^NC — ^

number of

= d+ 1

dT.

The maximum Ppc, on the other hand, occurs with total
sequencing of decisions:
Ppc (Sl;S2) = Ppc (S\)-Ppc (S2),

resulting in Paige’s ‘weave’ effect 127].
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Thus, Ppc = 2** (Rg. 3b). Prather has generalised this
result for unstructured programs [28].
( ) multiple condition coverage: we first consider that
each decision node expression is composed of b simple
Boolean expressions; thus, there are 2^ different condi
tions at each node. The first decison node will require, at
most, 2* tests for coverage (possibly fewer for a loop). Mow
children nodes will have, at worst just one of their 2^ con
ditions covered by each full coverage of a parent i.e.
during full coverage of node k, whenever node /c + is
traversed, only one of its *’ conditions might be exercised.
We then assume that successive encounters of node
k + \ exercise the same condition repeatedly. Thus, any
such node may require as many as ^ — new tests for
coverage: Pmcc = *’ + (d — )( *’ — ) = d( *’ — ) + .

T^if.BC)

=t2vif)

T2{f,nC)

=t v(/)

72(7 30

=t2V(f)

2

2

1

2

2

2

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

(3) branch coverage is the structural equivalent of multi
ple condition coverage, where every Boolean expression is
simple (b = 1). Thus, Ppc = d(2 — 1) + 1 = d + 1.
(4) node coverage is implied by branch coverage; thus,
Pnc ^ ^Bc = d -f 1. In a program requiring all d + 1 tests
for branch coverage, we note that the final test traverses
the second branch of a previously traversed node and is
therefore not required for node coverage. Hence, PjJc ^
This bound, however, may not be further lowered; all d
paths could be necessary to node cover the flowgraph in
Rg. 3a:

Proof
That all the coverages except MCC are related to v(/)
follows directly from the Coverage Bound Lemma. As for
MCC, there is a simple technique [5] to derive a program f
Irom f by converting multiple condition coverage into an
instance of branch coverage, by rewriting compounddecision nodes as multiple single-decision nodes. MCC for
f is the same as BC for
which, by the Coverage Bound
Lemma, requires d' -f 1 = v(7) - a multiple of v(f) tests. I
In practice, of course, the conversion of MCC into BC is
too tedious. We go through the exerdse here only to show
that the McCabe v(/) is ‘hidden’ there. Pragmatically, we
acknowledge that MCC requires attention to aspects of
program semantics, adding considerable difficulty to this
mode of testing.
Finally, we obtain more motivation for choosing branch
coverage as a standard minimal level of testing. Branch
coverage implies node and statement coverage, yet
requires no additional testing (maximally). Multiple condi
tion coverage is attended by a new set of semantic diffi
culties; and path coverage easily breaks the bounds of
linear proportionality to v(f), although still dependent on it
tyet despite these increased resources, branch coverage is
not even assured ty loop-modified path coverage [5D.

IF; 172r---O'-1)/^ ( ^j^d):and
2

1727 ■■■ (d-1)(T or F).
( ) statement coverage: a program may have statements
on all branches, requiring full branch coverage. |
5

The bound for multiple condition coverage can be
improved for arbitrary programs, by acknowiedging that
not all dedsion nodes are governed by the same
(maximum) number b of simple Boolean expressions. If d^
is the number of decision nodes NWth exactly k simple
Boolean expressions, d=di + d + '‘' + d(,.
2

Corollary 1

We may now relate the Coverage Bound Lemma to exist
ing metrics.
Corollary 2
TjC/. s) is bounded by a function of the McCabe metric
v(/):

= h l^pc . where v(f) < Npc ^ 2'’'-^-'

Uf, MCO = Ur, BQ

18

We elaborate on the inherent difficulties discussed above.
In our conventional paradigm, test-case generation has
two components; path predicate determination and predi
cate satisfiability, v^ere each path p, has a conjunctive pre
dicate P, = C, A C A ■ • • A Q , whose conjuncts Cj
correspond to the decision nodes encountered along the
path Pi.
By way of performing the first part, either symbolic
execution or backward substitution are designed to cope
with the complexity of the changing program state, as a
means of determining the Boolean expression to be satis
fied. GK^n the path p^, for v^diich we must find the path
predicate P* and test input x* ,we define
2

= number of assignments in pj^.

{=1

T2if, PQ

Tj; test-case generation complexity

=

vif) = t2 v(/).

bfc — number of simple Booleans in Pi.
Wth either symbolic execution or backward substitution,
the effort to acquire P^ is proportional to a^ + , since
these methods manipulate the assignments and decision
Booleans of the path.
In the worst solvable case, the Boolean satisfiability of P^
(the problem of finding x^) can be regarded as NPcomplete [29]. The satisfaction of P^ in this worst case is
proportional to 2^*. Merging both components we find
Lemma 3.
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Lemma 4

Lemma 3

ixi

r4(/.x) = f4Zc(/-,x,),

\p\

T,V,P)=h'ZU + b,) + 2'’‘].

1

i=l

where c{f, x,-) is the actual computation time of f executing

For a given class of programs (e.g. grouped by language
or programmer etc.), we might empirically discern the fol
lowing relationships with various Halstead metrics (after all,
this phase of testing is governed by the informationtheoretic parameters of f):

We use the more general standard ‘order’ complexity
[30], relativised to the actual test set X at hand; of course,
the result of this Lemma might be considerably lower than
that of its Corollary.
Corollary 5

/Vi(Pi) = A:,(aj + bf)

(total number of operator occurrences in Pi)
= ^ ( .- +
(total number of operand occurrences in pj)

T^if,X)^U\P\'cif)\nu..x.x-

2 2

whence we determine that (a,- + b,) = [l/(/Ci +
+ r/ (Pi)] = ^-^(Pi).
Halstead length of p,-. Similarly,
we could empirically determine a ratio between bj alone
and A(Pi), so that b; = kXip;). Thus, we obtain, consoli
dating the constants, Corollary 3.
2

Corollary 3
IPI
1=1

Here, we use the Halstead length metric relativised to indi
vidual paths. If we further simplify and approximate, by
introducing an ‘average’ path length A(f, P), we could
empirically determine that A(f, P) = cX(J), using the pure
Halstead length metric, which gives the parsimonious
relationship in Corollary 4.

2.2

Summary

It is certainly heartening to us that our general schema T
can be represented in terms of standard well accepted
software metrics:
r=T{v. A. t)
(modulo approximations), and an auspicious state of
affairs for those standard metrics themselves. For as
accepted as they are for empirical/aesthetic reasons, we
are not aware that they are mutually encompassed by, and
fitting into, any previous theoretical framework. We set
about developing the schema T in order to compare
various testing strategies in a uniform framework.
However, we have achieved the bonus of integrating a
rather disparate group of previously unrelated metrics and
showing their place within the very specific realm of soft
ware testing. By picking and choosing among the
Lemmas and Corollaries, we summarise in Theorem 1.
Theorem J

Corollary 4

The complexity of testing T(f, s) is a function of the
McCabe metric (v), the Halstead length metric (A) and the
order of computational complexity (t):

T^(f,P) = t,\P\m + 2^^^^
Thus, the complexity of test-case generation is determined
by IP I, as we already of course knew, and by the Halstead
length' of f. Corollary 4 indicates this favourable relation
ship, but the formula is probably not adequate for practical
estimates of T . The averaging and approximating are
quite liberal and depend heavily on the homogeneity of the
class of programs being averaged. In addition, even small
errors in approximation will have a considerable effect on
the size of the complexity of predicate satisfiability, since
this task can be of exponential complexity. Nonetheless,
the above results do place the Halstead metric into a
proper perspective as to its relationship to the realm of
testing, even if it is more accurate to use the formulas of
L^mma 3 or of Corollary 3.

T{f, s) = T(f, s,
=

V,

A, t)

+ t2S(y{f)) +

3

T : test execution complexity
4

We cannot add much here about T^if, X) as so much has
been said before, i.e. at T*. our testing complexity is
simply the classical computational complexity toff. Since
we have the x, at hand, we can be quite specific.
Software Engineering Journal
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or more simply as
T= tyV + t2 S(v) + S(v) +

5(v)(A + 2^^)

+ £3(A + 2“) + £4 S(v)tx- .

In these formulas. S(v{/)) treats v(f) appropriately for the
chosen strategy (coverage criterion) according to Corollary
2 of the Coverage Bound Lemma. We also note that
S(v(0) may serve as a replacement for the previously used
IP I (=jX|). ziOx (abbreviated t^) adjusts x{f) to the input
set X as either c(f, X) or \P\x(f)L^,,x as discussed
above.
We now recall from the Coverage Bound Lemma that
S(v(/)) is approximately equal to the McCabe metric for
branch coverage, giving the most satisfying result in Corol
lary 6.
19

Corollary 6
For branch coverage, T(f, s) = v[A +
+ 2^'^) + Dr], i.e.
V factors from the theorem with constants A — + t2,
B = and D =
Moreover, if we look carefully at other Lemmas and
Corollaries, we may see Tin all Its computational details.

other Tf s in those instances of a computationally complex
program that must be tested extensively and with large
inputs. This is an issue of domination rather than depen
dence; indeed, any 7, may dominate the others in certain
classes of programs.
7 is also logically Independent from the simple metric
lines-of-code. For example, straight-line code of 100 lines
is simpler to test than a -Iine sequence of decisions vrith
possible compound Boolean conditions. This example
would also indicate the independence of 7 from Halstead’s
length. Of course, lengthy programs may indeed be more
difficult to test than shorter ones; but, in prindple, length
and testing difficulty are not related. In motivating his
metric fi, Prather [17] argues that the McCabe cyclomatic
number can be misleading with respect to large activities,
such as testing. Indeed, McCabe’s number is independent
of our amalgamation 7. As a concrete example, consider
T(fi PC), where fy has d fully nested decisions and has d
sequenced decisions. All else being ’equal’, or at least
similar, | Xj | = d + 1; [ Xj | — 2*^ and McCabe's number
v(/) = d-t- .
Rnally, the Prather ^ penalises nesting and QOTOs.. In
testing, however, the GOTO may not cause additional
problems and, in fact, can avoid additional decisions or
compound Booleans to escape from deep nesting. The
graphing of a GOTO edge is trivial; it is handled as
straight-line code. Nesting, moreover, can indeed require
additional test resources. For instance, with f^ and /"j
above, T{fi, BC)>T{f2, BC), since |Xi| = d-fl and
X ! = 1 is possible. On the other hand, T(fi, PC) < T{f2,
PC), v^ere the weave effect of (2 becomes deadly.
It should be mentioned that this logical independence of
7 from other existing software metrics is not surprising. 7
ranges over many parameters, from the testing strategy
used to the structure of the program to be tested, to the
computational complexity of the program. The other
metrics rely on one or very few parameters; thus, some of
these metrics are Incorporated into the very fabric of 7.
Wth so much to work with, it is easy to produce situations
in which 7 behaves contrary to less robust metrics.
20

Corollary 7
4

T~

decomposes as T{f, s)
1

=

1

\p\
= (,d+ (,S(d, b) +

+ b,) + 2‘ii
1

=

1

f=l
It is worth emphasising that 7 = ^ 7, is a schema for a
comprehensive metric, rather than such a metric itself.
This schema allows the construction of concrete metrics,
depending on the nature of the programming-testing
environment. A fine-tuned concrete metric, for example,
can be developed by adjusting the coefficients fj by empiri
cal evidence, policy, organisation, environment or other
concerns. For example, in a switching program invoMng
little or no computation,
could be zero or much less
than in a numerical program involving extensive back
tracking and interpreting of variables,
would also be
expected to be orders of magnitude less in a CRAY
environment as opposed to a personal computer.
Finally, at this point, we could list a variety of theorems,
comparing the testing complexity of various combinations
of programs versus strategies. Program parameters can
be varied (nested versus sequence, length, computational
complexity etc.) to produce results such as ‘if program f
differs from f in such and such, T(f, a) < T(f', a)'. Simi
larly, we could hold /"constant and alter a. We turn to more
significant issues in Section 3.
(3

2.3

Independence of 7

To motivate the development of the software complexity
measure 7, we noted that no single existing standard
metric was sufficient to encompass the entire effort
required in unit or module testing. fSow that 7 has been
generated, we show that, in fact, it is indeed independent
of the standard metrics of software complexity: lines of
code, McCabe’s cyclomatic number v, Halstead’s length A,
Prather's y. and order complexity (computational
complexity) t.
First, consider standard computational complexity. This
is not, strictly speaking, a software metric; yet as it is a
component of testing complexity 7, it is considered. We
can produce a trivial simple program /j with a single loop
with complexity t(2") or a mammoth million-decision, fully
nested program
of T(constant). Now, for instance,
branch coverage of f^ occurs with a single input causing
one loop traversal. Branch coverage is attained in fj,
however, with exactly 1 000001 tests. Thus, T{fi, BQ <
T{f2, BC), but Tiff) > z(f2). This discussion notwithstand
ing, certainly 7* «s t(/) can be expected to dominate the

1

1

2

3 Adaptive software testing
That there are serious shortcomings to the conventional
testing strategies discussed above is apparent in the phase
of test-case generation. There pre-selection of paths occurs
without regard to their feasibility (i.e. the existence of some
inputs causing execution of those paths). That some paths
will prove infeasible requires repetition of at least some of
the path-selection phase and thus, wasted effort However,
we are then confronted vrith a compound path predicate
that must be satisfied in order to execute the chosen path
governed by that predicate. In general, this is, at best, an
NP-complete problem (31). With the necessity of having
sometimes to find appropriate inputs to functions, this
satisfiability problem can become undecidable ( ].
6

^2
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3.1

Adaptive approaches

Therefore, the practical difficulties associated with the con
ventional approach to testing are considerable. A new
more ’adaptive’ (the term is first used in References 4 and
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Fig. 4 Kundu and path prefix adaptive strategies
a

b

Kundu: using diagonalisation strategy to find input x*
Path prefix; reversible prefix q of path p

) methodology has begun to appear as a means of over
coming these difficulties. Before proceeding, we mention
that we do not expect to fully solve the problems. After all,
if we are ‘treading’ in the theoretically perilous ‘waters’ of
MP-completeness and undecidability, there is no hope that
a change of approach will settle everything. Thus, prag
matically we acknowledge that the adaptive approach is
presented as an improvement of varying extent over the
conventional.
Considering the issues in Section 2, we notice that
several of the difficulties arise because the covering set of
full paths is preselected, i.e. all of the path selection phase
is carried out before the test-case generation phase.
However, we have seen that this ideal fails because of
infeasibility when, midway into test-case generation, we are
forced to ‘return to the drawing board’ (i.e. select new
paths). Thus, whether we like it or not, there is an intrinsic
• interplay between these two phases. The fundamental dis
tinction of the adaptive approaches is that they not only
acknowledge this interplay, they exploit it
In adaptive testing, we once again make use of the
program flowgraph F. However, the idea here is to add just
one new test path (and hence, one new input test) at a
time, using previous paths (inputs) as a guide to the selec
tion of subsequent paths (inputs), according to some
inductive strategy. It may be that we choose an initial input
X, at random, thus determining a corresponding path
Then, supposing that the pairs {x,, p,}, {x , Pj},
{Xk-Pk ) have already been chosen, we have a particu
11

2

1
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lar strategy for using these data to influence the selection
of Xk or pfc. The nature of this strategy serves to dis
tinguish one adaptive method from another.
These important ideas were first developed by Kundu
[10). In using a kind of diagonalization strategy, he notes
that each of the paths p i, p . • • • t Pk i is associated with
corresponding conjunctive predicates Pi, Pz.......^s
before. These, in turn, describe non-overlapping subdomains of the input space S, as shown in Rg. 4a.
We try to find an input Xj, for which x^ £ —i(Pi u Pj ^
• • • u Pk-i), thus assuring that the corresponding path p^
is indeed distinct from all those chosen so far. If Pj = C, A
C A • • • A C„, as before, we have only to ensure that x*
violates at least one of the conjuncts in each of the con
junctive predicates Pj {\ ^i^k — 1). Certainly, this is a
novel approach; but, we note that the diagonalisation strat
egy is not designed with any specific measure of testing
thoroughness in mind.
In the new adaptive branch-coverage methodology, the
path prefix strategy, a deliberate attempt is made to
utilise the best of the previously traversed paths at each
selection of a new input x. For each available p)ath p, we
determine its reversible prefix g to be the minimal initial
portion of p to a decision node whose branches are not
yet fully covered (Fig. 4b). Therefore, if, at any stage in the
strategy, p,, Pz, ■■■, Pk-i a^e the previously executed
paths, input x* is found in order to cause reversal of the
shortest reversible prefix q among all the Pj (cf. Path Prefix
BINGO [11]). The mechanical nature of this strategy is
2

2
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summarised as the path prefix algorithm (\wth stores
X = input vectors, P = path history and M = branchcoverage matrbO-

(3) T(f, s) = T,if) + To + T^if, X,)
\p\-i

+ I [Tr(f,

The path prefix algorithm
choose input x fi*om S {or perhaps choose several
inputs};
execute program f with x to determine its path p;
enter x Into X and enter p into P and M;
while (M: some branch uncovered) \wth (P: reversible
prefix)
choose shortest such prefix q (with reversal q'};
find X traversing q';
execute Awith x to determine extension path p

+ Tyif, P„ s,) + TJJ, X,.,)].

i= 1

Nothing in the adaptive methcxl presupposes that its col
lection of inputs is better or worse, in terms of executing by
f, than those produced by conventional approaches: and
|X| ( = |P|) is the same in both cases. Therefore; there is
no ad hoc reason to assume anything other than the sim
plification;
iPi-i

<4) T^V, X) = Uf. X,) + X T^lf. x,.,).
«=

1

(of <J'):

enter x into X and enter p into P and M
output X.

3.2 Adapting to the adaptive
The adaptive approach to software testing was introduced
as a means to ameliorate certain difficulties arising in the
conventional testing paradigm (Fig. 1), particularly with
resp)ect to path selection and test-case generation. These
difficulties included frequent infeasibility In the former and
satisfaction of complex Boolean expressions in the latter.
Recalling that the adaptive approach iterates the interplay
between these two phases, we must modify the paradigm
in order to discuss the associated complexity (Rg. 5). In
this Rgure, the arrow (V', £) -> X refers to the selection of
the first lnput(s) \n^ose execution generates the first
path(s):

The complexity of choosing the initial input x, \s Tq. This
selection begins the looping process that constructs X arxi
P, and so is part only of adaptive strategies. At times it
may be desirable to choose certain initial inputs to traverse
particularly important paths, to provide some initial functonal testing, or for any other reason. Adaptive testing
does not preclude this (In fact, it welcomes any instances
of user interaction); but it is contrary to the spirit of adap
tive testing to require that x^ Is anything other than an
arbitrary element of the input space S. We thus conclude,
that, since no effort is required,
(5) To = 0.

3.3 Adaptive versus conventional testing
We may now compare the complexities of performing
conventional versus adaptive testing (renamed to Tc and
T^, respectively). Based on the observations (4) and (5)
above, Tconsolidates in the adaptive case:
i6)TAf,s) = Tiif)+'’’^\Tr(f,Xi)
r= 1

+ Tyif, Pi, sj + T^if, X).
From earlier discussions, we recall that
(7) Tcif, s) = T,(f) + T^if, s) + T^if, P, S ) + T^if, X).
2

Qearly, the comparison is reduced to the comparison of
the middle term of T^ with the middle two terms of T^,
and the others are simply cancelled.
Lemma 5
\Pi-i

Fig. 5 Decomposition of T: adaptive strategies
Po-0
Pk = pk-l ^ {Pk}
Dashed lines aie conventional Tj and Ty.

fix) -* Pi. Then Pis used to generate an additional
input:
(2) Pj

jic, +By (1), this serves to enlarge Pi.

This process is iterated until coverage is obtained under
the desired criterion. Now, a complexity Tj is associated
vwth each step, so that
22

Y. Tyif, X,) < T,V, s).
i= 1

Proof:
T2if, s) measures the process of developing, from (V^, E), a
full set Pof I P| paths to assure the desired coverages, and
path-generating functions can be rather involved. T2 if, x,-),
on the other hand, measures the mere chronicling of
I PI — 1 paths as /"executes on x^. The instrumentation to
monitor this was inserted during the construction of {V, £);
and so virtually no resources are required at this step. |
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That the inequality of Lemma 5 is so strong derives
from the fact that the conventional strategies are pathdriven, requiring the prior seiection of a set of covering
paths. Adaptive strategies are input-driven, necessitating
only the monitoring of paths as they occur.

prefix algorithm. Thus, a comparison must be conducted
in rather informal terms, whereby we conclude [5] as
shown in Corollary 10.
Corollary W
Tif, Path Prefix) ^ T{f. Kundu).

Lemma 6

4 Conclusion

iPi-i

E
l=l

TyV, P,.

sj <

T^v, P.

sj.

Proof
Tj measures the complexity of creating and satisfying
Boolean expressions governing entire paths; adaptive stra
tegies are no worse than this and may be better (e.g. rel
iance on prefixes by the path prefix strategy). Anyway, this
process is done | P\ times by conventional means but only
I P| — 1 times by adaptive (at, was obtained for free). |
Lemma
is already established, but informally sup
ported by the troublesome disregard of infeaslbility by con
ventional preselection of paths before constructing X,
resulting In wasted effort and requiring additional work at
this stage. Although subject to empirical verification, infeasibility should be less problematic for adaptive strategies,
resulting in less wasted effort [ ].
Thus, our theory of testing complexly serves us well. By
focusing the light it sheds on the various aspects of the
testing process, it is seen to be sensitive to differences in
the fundamental approaches to structural testing present
ed here. Thus, a highlight of the theory is stated in
Theorem 2.
6

11

Theorem 2
fAif, s) < Tc if, s): given a program to be tested accord
ing to a given coverage criterion, an adaptive strategy
requires less effort than a conventional strategy.
This is a stronger result than initially anticipated. After
all, one motivation in developing the theory of testing com
plexity was to validate the speculation that the path prefix
strategy is preferable to other strategies. Our result is even
more general. Indeed, as the path prefix strategy is adapt
ive, we may simply write as in Corollary .
8

Corollary 8
T(f, Path Prefix) < Tif, conuentional).
How gratifying that a major goal proves to be a mere
corollary. Our only other example of an adaptive strategy,
as the term is new to the literature, is that of Kundu. Cer
tainly, we have Corollary 9.
Corollary 9
T(f, Kundu) < T{f, conuentional).
But what about the Kundu strategy compared to that of
the path prefix? The Kundu method is not crouched in
particularly algorithmic terms, as is the case with the path
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This study represents a reasoned theory of the spedfic
complexity of the various phases of the testing endeavour,
in which the minimal complexity of adaptive strategies
(including the path prefix) is provable. Moreover, the theory
incorporates, and thereby validates theoretically, a number
of well established and often used complexity metrics.
Howe\^r, work such as this always suggests new things to
try and novel approaches to explore, as well as inevitable
‘loose threads’ to tie up. Below we briefly discuss possible
future explorations.
Of course, large-scale studies on the practicalities of the
testing schema T would also be beneficial. Such issues, as
the practical dominance relationships among the 7]-, corre
lations of T with other metrics, the fine-tuning of the coeffi
cients ti to classes of programs, and the difficulty of
computing T, could be established and explored. We hope
that the present study leads the way, at last, to avoiding
single all-purpose metrics. Then theoretical research
remains to be done; metrics for specific purposes. For
example, the decomposition of T allows an even broader
look at software life-cycle resource requirements. Thus, T
can be ‘added’ to any effort metrics to predict design and
development costs for a software project. Likewise, T can
be augmented by measures of later stages In the project
life-cycle; then the complexity of deriving a formal spedfication g from a problem could be integrated into T, as
could measures such as
•
•
•
•

Tj
Tg
T
Tg
7

=
=
=
=

complexity of determining fiX) = giX).
complexity of debugging f.
cost of program modification.
cost of program maintenance.

For example,
would measure the functional aspect of
testing; there are significant Issues involved here: formal
versus informal specifications, complexity of specifications,
how to determine gQC), and so on.
would obviously
depend on the number of errors in f, integrating a variety
of metrics reported in Reference 1 to estimate the number
of errors.
Some notions of ‘average’ would be useful in the theory.
To motivate this assertion, we recall that the Coverage
Bound Lemma gives widely var>dng results for the same
number d of decision nodes (depending, for example, on
the nesting/sequence of those dedsions). Or we note that
the Halstead length metric is best used in measuring testcase generation complexity when restricted to paths and
partial paths, rather than for total programs, as is custom
ary. Therefore, readily computable attributes, such as an
‘index of nesting’ or ‘average path length,’ would be
welcome within the theory. We are not aware of any such
notions, even for structured programs; for example, d/Ppc
Is hardly suitable as an ‘average number of decisions per
23

path’; try it for decisions In sequence. There would doubt
less be a relationship between an index of nesting and
average path length acceptable
the theory, but these
have yet to be introduced. Indeed, Shooman [11 lists as an
open question (p. 269):
‘If the ualue v(G) is a lower bound and Ppc an upper
bound on the number of program tests, how close are
these bounds in practice ?’
Another area of future interest is the study of the sensitivity
of T to structured versus unstructured programs and to
program restructuring (15]. On the one hand, this could
give further practical evidence as to the preferred status of
structured programming or at least illuminate those cases
\^^ere limited nonstructuring is acceptable. On the other
hand, this study might indicate instances when
restructuring is desirable, as opposed to vi^en it is not
Rnally, attention has been focused [28, 32] on Prather’s
work [17] on axiomatic software complexity measure,
resulting in a new family of ‘hierarchical’ metrics, based on
the underlying hierarchical structure of programs. As this
work appears to be quite significant and promising, atten
tion should be given to the possible integration of the
testing-specific complexity schema T within these new con
cepts. Activities might include necessaiy modifications to T
to incorporate it into the new setting, or applications of T
to the classes of program structures, forming a sort of
‘catalogue’ of program constructs with their testing com
plexity.
Using such analyses as reported here, software
designers have a tool for predicting the amount of
resources required to conduct testing, at least relative to
some previously tested and utilised software from an indi
vidual programmer, a team or a ’shop’. Most of the soft
ware tools necessary for such analyses are also already
available.
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